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First, to wake us all up…

https://www.aristocrat.com/games/the-walking-dead-ii/

Introduction
Reviews are an easily overlooked element of many
contemporary media ecosystems
Video game reviewing has moved from text to video (even
live video), primarily by amateur content-producers
We have also seen the emergence of slot machine reviews,
seemingly from average punters giving honest appraisals…
Gambling and gaming both entail play but, we show here,
have profoundly different expectations for reviewing…
…through which we can explore questions of transparency,
trust, and conflicts of interest in EGM marketing

Introduction
I am not a gambling studies scholar.
I come instead from game studies, and my primarily area of
interest is where “play” and “money” intersect:
Esports Betting (in games, e.g. skins, and on esports contests)
Loot Boxes (a paid “spin” of unpredictable game rewards)
Daily Fantasy Sports (gambling “disguised” as a video game)
Live-Streaming (labour & “gamblification” of broadcasts)

My research entails trying to bring the two disciplines
together, and using game studies to shed light on
gambling…

Testing and Reviewing
Both video games and
gambling share (among many
others) two elements:
They undergo extensive testing
They are reviewed by external
actors, who then inform
consumers about purchases

These commonalities, in two
domains of play, are a valuable
“jumping-off” point to explore
these issues…

Games Testing (the old)
Many games prior to the last decade
performed “closed beta testing”
A beta is an early incomplete, but
functionally playable, version of a
new video game
And closed testing means only those
in the games company, or a select
few from outside, are allowed to
participate
These then give qualitative feedback

Games Testing (the new)
Games have recently shifted towards “open” beta testing,
via recruiting thousands, or even tens or hundreds of
thousands of players, who then all send in feedback or
give info simply through play (algorithmic data collection)
Many players thus contribute
to shaping the final product
It also makes the process of
game development even
clearer and more transparent
than with closed beta testing

Games Testing (the new)
Testing is also, in a sense, an ongoing or endless process,
and consumers have genuine power here…
In Star Wars: Battlefront II (2017), a “loot box” system was so
unpopular/exploitative that public outcry got it removed
In Destiny 2 (2017), players found deception in the game’s
systems, which were also removed in later versions
In the video games area, players have the ability to resist
elements of play they find undesirable, and with a large
enough resistance, change will take place

Games Testing (summary)
 Players are thus involved from early parts of
the process: “beta” or even “alpha” builds
of a video game
 Player feedback has a meaningful effect
on the iteration and eventual product of
that game
 Both qualitative and quantitative data is
highly valued in these processes
 It is also transparent: developers routinely
upload “patch notes” or “dev logs”
relating the game-dev process

Slots Testing
Game testing is transparent; what about gambling testing?
Slot machines and other “machines” are the primary area
where “new” gambling forms emerge, so tests are needed
Either first-party or thirdparty bodies test EGMs
behind closed doors
Players tend to have no
direct input into this
process: consumption, not
co-production

Slots Testing
Equally: what is the objective here?
Video game testing is about making
the experience as close to what players
want, e.g. avoiding exploitation
We note that social and mobile games,
or those with microtransactions, tend to
undergo minimal testing…

EGM experience is instead focused on player retention
Increasingly this line is blurring in video games… (we have
papers on this) but there is, at present, a clear difference

Testing
 Clear differences in regimes of video game and EGM tests
 Closed testing vs open testing, consumption/co-production
 Ability for players to “fight back” against design choices, or one
is simply forced to accept them
 Players therefore have far more
power in video game testing…
 …but EGMs are very good at
making it look like players have
power, through interfaces and rules
that are deliberately complex and
imply agency

Games Reviewing (the old)
Now we turn to considering reviewing
Traditional games journalism:
Read an article with some screenshots
Or a ten-minute-long video

Developers got their games through
“review copies” distributed by
developers, but were not beholden
These are/were professional reviewers
always acknowledged as such

Games Reviewing (the new)
Games reviewing has increasingly
shifted to video-sharing site YouTube
High production values: editing, greenscreens, animation, music, transitions
With a shift away from major
companies, new expectations arise:
Reviewers are expected to explicitly
acknowledge where games came
from, no matter how cheap, with
unclear provenance unacceptable

Games Reviewing (the new)
In the last ten years the
“live streaming” of video
games has taken off
Twitch.tv or simply Twitch
is the dominant market
leader in this area
In 2017 Twitch hosted five hundred thousand years of
video content, produced by two million broadcasters,
several thousand of whom make their full-time incomes
from the practice

Games Reviewing (the new)
Twitch changes how we learn about new
games through informal “reviews”:
Watch for as long as you want
Get live thoughts and comments
Talk to the “reviewer”

Live streaming has become a major site for
players deciding what to purchase
It is also a unique form of reviewing, allowing a backand-forth conversation (interrogation?) of the person
doing the reviewing

Games Reviewing (the new)
Here, as on YouTube, streamers always make clear their
stream was “sponsored”…
…and in some cases (NDAs permitting) even tell their viewers
about their relationships with relevant games companies
It is even a core part of the platform’s T&Cs!

Games Reviewing
To summarise: game reviewing has a
high focus on transparency…
…and on noting relationships and
keeping those relationships apart
from reviewing
Gamers are deeply suspicious of any
industry relationships, especially in
the era of gamification, loot boxes,
microtransacations, gamblifying,
and “games as a service”…

Slots Reviewing
What about reviewing of gambling products?
Despite the complex legal, political, economic and social
entanglements of gambling…
…there is almost no oversight present here, and reviews and
marketing blend with surprising ease
Firstly, we note websites with casino deals that give
recommendations about how to play EGMs…

Slots Reviewing
 …these sites thus serve a strange role
as both advertising and reviewing,
making one – quite reasonably –
question how objective they actually
are…
 The serve as something akin to
“portals” on the early internet
 Bring together all sites/platforms of a
certain sort in one place, sort them,
rate them, link to them
 But these are also sites for direct
advertising by casinos

Slots Reviewing
We also note the rise of “slot reviews”
on sites such as YouTube
In this “genre” players record their slot
machine play…
(and always seem to record when
they win!)

…and appear to make significant
income through deals, adverts,
sponsorships, and the like, especially if
casinos let them record videos

Trust and Awareness
It is clear players
are interested in
these issues, but
information is
scarce…
…but examining
websites show
people are
aware, and
wondering
about how to
maximise their
experience

Trust and Awareness
 There are deep implications here for trust, and our understanding of
the EGM ecoystem
 We have seen that video game players have a deep cultural distrust
of sponsored content
 In contrast, pervasive assumptions are that slot players are dumb,
gullible, and much gambling scholarship emphasises the “flawed
thinking” of individuals …
 …yet savvy slot players pursue “easter eggs”, monetise videos of their
play and offer advice and comments via YouTube. So we need to
stop thinking of EGM players simply as individuals connected to
machines and consider the communities and networks they are part
of as consumers of differentiated products
 Because the line between marketing and reviewing is unclear, we
need more study to understand how CoI issues impact EGM players.

The Walking Dead
 The contrast is especially sharp when
considering transmedia franchises,
such as The Walking Dead:
Graphic novels (the original)
Television series (eight seasons)
Video games (several)
EGM machines (from Aristocrat)
 An exemplary text for examining the
differences between video game
manifestations of the series, and EGM
versions, especially in terms of reviews

The Walking Dead (Game Reviews)
Game reviewers
are explicit about
their relationships
with game devs,
and how they
acquired the
games in question
Some go even
further here,
acknowledging
potential CoI…

The Walking Dead (Slot Reviews)
Relationship between EGM
developers and reviewers is,
as we have previously noted,
strikingly opaque
YouTube videos playing slots –
and being allowed to record
– almost never acknowledge
how this access was gained,
nor editing of these videos
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=JxfwEuz_TVU

Questions for Further Research
Here we have used game testing and reviewing in video
games to highlight significant issues in these same
practices within EGM design and marketing
This is intended to lead us to important new questions:
What is the relationship between corporate EGM marketing
materials and player-influencers?
What implications does the opacity of the networks that link
gaming providers and reviewers have for responsible
gambling provision?
And others? We want to hear your thoughts!

Game Studies and Gambling Studies
There is also a wider proposition here about disciplines
Game studies and gambling studies need to talk more:
rich comparisons that shed light on issues in gambling
Game scholars tend to find
gambling evil, and gambling
scholars finds games irrelevant
But with these rich points of
comparison – and growing
overlap – combined work is now
essential for both fields

Critical Gambling Studies
Finally, this is just one of many issues in gambling (and its
links with other fields) that demand more critical
engagement from gambling scholars
The forthcoming journal of Critical Gambling Studies is
designed to help us address these sorts of issues
As well as many other topics, we will be interested in
papers exploring both gambling/video gaming
intersections, and exploring topics like influencers,
conflicts of interest, transparency, etc
Call for papers will be coming out soon…

Thanks for listening!
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